Smoking As a Vital Sign: Prompts to Ask and Assess Increase Cessation Counseling
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Background: Strategies to improve smoking cessation counseling in clinical settings are critical to supporting smokers' attempts to quit. This study evaluates the impact of adding 2 smoking-related vital sign questions in an electronic medical records system on identification, assessment, and counseling for patients who smoke: “Current smoker?” and “Plan to quit?”

Methods: Baseline data and data after intervention were collected through record review of 899 randomly selected patient visits across 3 outpatient clinics.

Results: From before to after intervention, identification of smokers increased 18% (from 71% to 84%; \( P < .001 \)), and assessment for a plan to quit increased 100% (from 25.5% to 51%; \( P < .005 \)). Among all smokers, cessation counseling increased 26% (from 23.6% to 29.8%; \( P = .41 \)). Significantly more smokers who received the assessment for a plan to quit received cessation counseling (46% vs. 14%, \( P < .001 \)). Regression analysis showed that patients receiving an assessment for plan to quit were 80% more likely to receive cessation counseling (OR 0.209; 95% CI, 0.095–0.456).

Conclusions: Physician-documented counseling rates are significantly higher when patients are asked about smoking and assessed for a plan to quit. Two questions that ask about smoking status and assess plans to quit may provide prompts to increase the likelihood that patients who smoke receive cessation counseling. (J Am Board Fam Med 2009;22:625–632.)

Physicians have a unique and powerful opportunity to improve the health of their patients by asking about smoking behavior and providing cessation advice and counseling to smokers at every visit. Seven out of 10 smokers visit a physician yearly, providing ample opportunity for physician-directed cessation counseling, which has been shown to increase quit rates.\(^1\) Between 37% and 70% of smokers report recalling a physician advising them to quit,\(^1,5\) but evidence suggests that far fewer smokers receive assistance with quitting in the form of cessation counseling from their health care provider.\(^7,8\) A recent analysis of data from the national Ambulatory Medical Care Survey found that, although rates of identification of smokers increased slightly between 1994 and 2003, rates of cessation counseling actually decreased slightly, to 20% of identified smokers.\(^8\)

Newly updated clinical practice guidelines from the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) recommend that “clinicians and health care systems seize the office visit for universal assessment and intervention. Specifically, ask every patient who presents to a health care facility if s/he uses tobacco (Ask), advise all tobacco users to quit (Advise), and assess the willingness of all tobacco users to make a quit attempt at this time (Assess).”\(^9\) The guidelines recommend system-level interventions to facilitate universal identification, assessment, and treatment of tobacco users.

In 1991, Fiore\(^10\) proposed a system intervention—the addition of smoking as a vital sign (SVS)—to improve rates of tobacco use identification and prompt increased cessation advice from providers. Although the use of an SVS question that asks about a patient’s current smoking status has increased rates of tobacco use identification in many health care settings,\(^11\) the evidence that
SVS increases the provision of cessation advice and counseling is mixed. Studies using patient report and record review reported no change in provider advice after the introduction of SVS, even with additional staff training.\textsuperscript{11–12} Other studies report increases in the provision of simple advice to quit after the introduction of a single SVS, but no improvements in more specific cessation counseling.\textsuperscript{13–15}

Clinical practice guidelines recommend SVS as a systems strategy to achieve identification of all smokers during every health care encounter,\textsuperscript{9} but the mixed evidence cited above suggests that new approaches are needed to improve the limited effects of SVS on the provision of cessation counseling. Although clinical practice guidelines also recommend that every smoker be asked about their readiness or plan to quit, an assessment that should provide information to guide further cessation advice and counseling, little research has examined the impact of such assessment on counseling. One model for studying this question is to add a second SVS question about assessment or planning to quit, providing a prompt for health care providers to engage in providing more thorough advice of their patients who smoke.

This study is the first to evaluate the impact of adding 2 SVS questions to the electronic medical records (EMRs) in a large academic medical center. In addition to asking the traditional SVS question about smoking, a second question (“Plan to quit?”) extends the possibility that a systematic intervention with an expanded SVS designed to assess smokers’ readiness to quit may increase smoking cessation counseling. Outcome measures in this study included rates of smoking status identification and cessation counseling before and after introduction of the 2 SVS questions. This study offers an initial exploration of the relationship between assessment of smokers’ readiness to quit and the provision of cessation counseling.

**Methods**

**Study Design and Overview**

Using a before and after intervention design, we evaluated the impact of adding 2 SVS questions to the Web Clinical Information System EMR at a large academic medical center. The 2 SVS questions—“Current smoker?” and “Plan to quit?”—were added to the end of the traditional vital signs section in March 2007. Before the introduction of the SVS, no standardized structure for recording smoking status existed across clinics within the medical center.

Baseline data and data after intervention were gathered via EMR reviews of selected patient visits during 3 periods: November 2006, April 2007, and November 2007. We reviewed EMR visit notes from 1- to 2-week periods during each study period in the family medicine, general internal medicine, and gynecology outpatient clinics. In each clinic, a medical assistant or nurse was responsible for asking the SVS questions and recording them in the EMR; physicians received SVS information via a hard copy report attached to the encounter form.

**Sample**

For each study period, using the Microsoft Excel random number generator (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA), we selected patient encounters from all clinic visits. We excluded selected encounters from the study if patients were younger than 18 or older than 89 at the time of the study visit, if a physician’s signed progress note was not available for the study visit date, or if patients had already had an encounter included in the study during that study period. After exclusions, the gynecology clinic had only 99 eligible patient encounters in November 2006; all other clinics had 100 eligible encounters, the target review number, for each study period. Across the 3 study periods, a total of 899 chart reviews occurred.

Data collected from chart reviews included demographic data (age, sex, ethnicity); insurance type (Medicaid, Medicare, third party, or none/self-pay); type of visit (preventive/well or problem-focused); and evidence that the patient had certain smoking-related illnesses. Chart reviews included patients seen by both resident and attending physicians.

Researchers classified patients as current smokers or nonsmokers by reviewing the study visit progress note, nursing note, the EMR active problem list, and the SVS (after intervention). If researchers identified the patient as a current smoker, they recorded where the documentation of smoking occurred (ie, progress note, nursing note, problem list, or SVS). Assessment of readiness to quit smoking was indicated by documentation in the second SVS question (“Plan to quit?”) or by documentation in the progress note that the physician asked the patient if they wanted to quit or had a
plan to quit. Provision of cessation counseling was indicated by documentation in the progress note of at least one of the following: advice to quit, goal for quit date, provision of cessation educational materials, referral for cessation support, prescription of smoking cessation medication, or arrangement for smoking-specific follow-up. We selected these indicators based on current clinical guidelines and evidence-based interventions, such as engaging in problem-solving and coping skills or identifying sources of support within or outside of the patient/provider relationship.16

Data Analysis
We combined data from the 2 periods after intervention to increase the sample size of smokers available. Data analysis comparing data before and after intervention data were performed using $\chi^2$ statistics to examine differences between groups (smokers versus nonsmokers and study period samples). We used $\chi^2$ analyses to assess differences in identification of smoking, assessment for plan to quit, and documentation of counseling before and after intervention and in relation to patient responses to the second SVS question (“Plan to quit?”). Binary logistic regression analysis examined associations between the independent variable “Plan to quit?” and the dependent variable “documented counseling” while adjusting for other independent variables. All analyses used 2-tailed $P = .05$ for significance and were performed using SPSS version 15.0 software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). The research was approved by the University of North Carolina School of Medicine Institutional Review Board.

Results
The demographic characteristics of the sample are shown in Table 1. The majority of the sample was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Sample Demographics by Study Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36–64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private/third party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None/self-pay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive/well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of clinician‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of chronic illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least one illness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All data provided as %.

*Differences between 3 data collection periods significant at $P < .05$.

†“Other” includes all patients whose race was recorded on EMR as American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, or Other.

‡Differences between 3 data collection periods significant at $P < .001$.
female, aged 36 to 54, white, covered by private or third-party insurance, and seen for a problem-focused visit. The second sample after intervention had significantly lower percentages of patients aged 18 to 35 and patients who saw resident physicians.

### Smoking Status

A total of 159 current smokers were identified in the EMR from the study visit (Table 2). Six patients had documentation of spit tobacco use; for the purposes of this study spit tobacco users were classified as nonsmokers unless they also used cigarettes or other smoking materials. Information regarding current smoking status was missing from the study-visit EMR for 184 patients (20.5%) out of the total sample; these patients were assumed to be nonsmokers for the purposes of this study. Of those patients whose smoking status was identified (n = 715), the overall rate of current smoking was 22.2% across the 3 study clinics. Current smokers ranged from 21.6% in the family medicine clinic to 23% in the internal medicine clinic. Current smoking rates were significantly lower in the second data collection period after intervention (17.2%) than in the collection period before intervention (25.9%; P < .05) and the first data collection period after intervention (24.3%; P = .05).

### Documentation of Smoking Status at Study Visit

From periods before and after intervention, documentation of smoking status at the study visit increased 18% across all clinics (from 71% before intervention to 84% after intervention across all clinics; P < .001) (Figure 1).

### Assessment of Plan to Quit

For patients identified as current smokers, the assessment of a plan for cessation increased 100%
(from 25.5% of current smokers before intervention to 51% of current smokers after intervention; \( P < .005 \)). After introduction of the SVS questions, 6 times more patients whose smoking status was documented in the SVS received an assessment for a plan to quit (87%; \( n = 46 \)) than patients whose smoking status was documented elsewhere in the EMR but not in the SVS (13%; \( n = 7 \); \( P < .001 \)).

**Assistance with Cessation**

Documented counseling rates for all smokers increased 26% after the SVS intervention (from 23.6% to 29.8%; SVS \( P = .41 \)). Figure 2 shows that, among the subset of smokers who received an assessment for having a plan to quit, nearly half (46%) also received some form of cessation counseling compared with only 14% of smokers who did not receive an assessment.
not receive an assessment for having a plan to quit \( (P < .001) \).

**Association between Plan to Quit Assessment and Documented Counseling**

Dependent variables were entered simultaneously into a binary logistic regression model as potential predictors of documented counseling across all time periods. They included age, sex, race, presence of a smoking-related chronic illness, type of clinician (attending or resident), type of visit (preventive or problem focused), and assessment for plan to quit.

Assessment for having a plan to quit was the only variable significantly associated with receiving cessation counseling (odds ratio, 0.209; 95% CI, 0.095–0.456). Smokers who received assessment for having a plan to quit were 80% more likely than smokers who were not assessed to receive cessation counseling.

**Discussion**

Results from our study showed that the introduction of SVS to the EMR, using 2 questions to identify smokers and assess for a plan to quit, significantly increased identification of patient smoking. Although counseling rates did not increase significantly in the group overall (sample size calculation predicted a 70% increase in counseling and only a 28% increase was seen), counseling rates were significantly higher for smokers who received the assessment for a plan to quit in addition to being asked about their smoking behavior. This is one of the first studies to systematically examine 2 components of the recommended “5 As” incorporated as a vital sign through the EMR. Our findings suggest that a combination of vital sign questions to assess patients’ smoking status and whether they currently have a plan for cessation are ultimately likely to be more effective prompts for provider cessation counseling than the traditionally used single-question SVS. The overall low rates of counseling observed in our study, 23% to 30%, although comparable to those shown in the SVS literature, reinforce the need to increase utilization of systems interventions to increase use of these SVS questions across all relevant patients, in combination with other efforts to increase counseling. Systems interventions recommended in the updated DHHS clinical guidelines include providing ongoing education and feedback about cessation counseling performance and designating staff to act as tobacco-dependence treatment coordinators.

Several limitations to this study exist. One limitation is that other factors in addition to the introduction of SVS may have contributed to increased rates of smoking identification and cessation counseling during the study period. The hospital campus of the academic medical center went smoke-free in July 2007, and 2 of the study clinics hosted Grand Rounds lectures about smoking cessation between the 2 follow-up study periods, including information about the addition of the SVS questions to the EMR. However, research on continuing medical education in didactic form has not shown a significant effect on provider behaviors or practice. Further, the increases seen in our study occurred almost exclusively among those smokers who were assessed for having a plan to quit. Varenicline was also introduced in July of 2006, and information about the drug was included in presentations about the tobacco-free policy, perhaps influencing the rate of cessation counseling. Given that the rate of prescription of smoking cessation medication was low in our study (5% across all study clinics), it seems unlikely that the introduction of a new medication had a significant influence on counseling rates. Rates of counseling did not vary significantly between the 2 follow-up time periods, when most of the additional system and departmental efforts occurred.

Another limitation involves the use of medical record reviews to measure counseling rates. Studies have found that smoking cessation advice is documented in the medical record (both paper based and electronic) at significantly lower rates than it is reported by patients or directly observed. As such, physicians in this study may have failed to document cessation counseling, resulting in a lower rate of increase in documentation that may not accurately reflect real changes in the rate of counseling over time.

Finally, it is uncertain whether our findings—that the combination of asking about smoking and assessing for a plan to quit, when performed and documented as prompted by 2 SVS questions, was associated with significantly higher counseling rates in our ambulatory clinics—can be generalized to other settings. The addition of single SVS questions in an urban hospital walk-in clinic and a
research network of ambulatory care clinics resulted in significant improvements in the provision of simple cessation advice.\textsuperscript{13,14} However, single-question SVS interventions in other types of clinical settings had a negligible impact on counseling rates. To our knowledge, no studies examining the effect of 2 SVS signs have been published. Further research is needed to investigate the strength of the association reported here and to determine whether a 2-question or even a 3-question SVS intervention would be effective in other clinical settings. It is interesting to note that we heard of no negative feedback from nurses or physicians about the intervention.

**Conclusion**

Although overall documented counseling rates did not improve as much as predicted after the introduction of a 2-question SVS, the results show that when patients are both asked about smoking and assessed for readiness to quit, there is likely to be a significant increase in the incidence of physician-documented cessation counseling. Given that the addition of 2 SVS signs into our health care system’s EMR occurred without system-wide training or other supports, the increases we observed when both the ask and assess steps were documented suggest that a more comprehensive approach to a double SVS system would have a more dramatic impact on the provision of cessation counseling. The updated DHHS clinical practice guidelines recommend that every patient be asked about tobacco use and assessed for willingness to quit as part of the recommended brief clinical intervention for smokers.\textsuperscript{3} Additional research is warranted for interventions that achieve both these steps as part of the vital signs in a medical record system, providing prompts that may increase the likelihood that physicians will provide substantively more cessation counseling.
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